
B r o c h u r e

Web Design & Online Marketing Experts 



IN
TR

O  
are a marketing agency 
specialising in digital 
advertising, search engine 
optimisation and social 
media management. 
Put simply, our job is to 
promote your business 
and increase your 
profitability. It’s something 
that we think we’re pretty 
good at, even if we do say 
so ourselves.   
We utilise the latest technologies 
to enhance your brand’s reach, 
reputation and returns. We’ve been 
in business for more than a
decade now and have used our 
digital marketing expertise to help 
dozens of companies grow into 
established, successful organisations 
– and we can do the same thing for 
you!

b2b promote it
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WHY 

YOUR

RANKIN
GS

MATTER
 By ranking
highly for relevant 
keywords, your 
company can 
ensure visibility – 
and with visibility 
comes customers!

In 2018 more than 9 billion searches were 
conducted on Google every day! Many by 
individuals looking for businesses such as 
yours! Think, can you really afford to be 
missing out on all that potential business? 
b2b promote it  will identify which 
search terms provide clear buying intent 
and will focus our efforts on improving your 
rankings for these keywords.

Search engines have 
revolutionised the 
way consumers find 
businesses offering 
the goods and 
services that they 
need. 
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AUTHORITY
Anyone can claim to be an expert – it’s only those 
whose expertise is verified by others that become 
trusted authorities on their chosen subject – and your 
website is no different!

RELEVANCE
A well maintained and regularly updated website is 
the cornerstone of any successful SEO strategy! The 
former provides search engines with vital information 
regarding your business’s activities; the latter lets 
them know you’re relevant!
UK Digital Solutions will audit your website and ensure that best practices 
are in place. We’ll also prepare and fulfil a bespoke content creation 
strategy to ensure that your site is continuously updated with fresh, 
relevant and engaging content that is optimised for indexing!

Your website’s authority is determined by a number of factors, but search 
engines place huge emphasis on the number and the quality of external 
links pointing to your website. This is why each of our SEO packages 
includes an advanced and comprehensive link-building service.

TRUST
By consistently maintaining a presence across 
external sites and properties, such as review sites and 
social media, you not only increase the number of 
authoritative links pointing to your website, but foster 
trust, too!
Each of b2b promote it SEO packages include review collection from 
your previous clients and regular updates to social media platforms such as 
Facebook and Twitter, thus informing both search engines AND customers 
that you are reputable and trustworthy.

SEO - IT’S AN ARTFORM

Relevance TrustAuthority

RUST

ELEVANCEFORMART
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REELLEEVVAANNCCEE
A well maintained and regularly updated website is
the cornerstone of any successful SEO strategy! The
former provides search engines with vital information
regarding your business’s activities; the latter lets 
them know you’re relevant!
B2B Promote it will audit your website and ensure that best practices
are in place. We’ll also prepare and fulfil a bespoke content creation
strategy to ensure that your site is continuously updated with fresh,
relevant and engaging content that is optimised for indexing!
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KEYWORDS
In order for any SEO campaign to achieve 
meaningful results, it is absolutely vital that the 
right keywords and search terms are identified!

This is why  will actively listen and learn about your 
business! We’ll also engage in in-depth competitor analysis to determine 
which search terms are likely to yield the best results for your business. 
Our approach is also highly flexible and adaptable. Should a specific 
keyword cease being profitable, we’ll make proactive changes to your 
campaign plan.
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SEO PACKAGES - 

SMART
(For small websites targeting regional audiences)

SMARTER
(For users targeting a largely regional audience but 
who require some national presence)

SMARTEST
(For users targeting a national audience)

Custom
(For users targeting an international audience)

Competitor Analysis

Keyword Research

Five Keywords Targeted

Up To Five Website Pages Fully 
Optimised

Monthly Traffic and Ranking Report 

Ongoing Link Building

Four Social Media Posts per Month

Two Original Articles Every Month

Review Collection

Competitor Analysis

Keyword Research

Ten Keywords Targeted

Up To Ten Website Pages Fully 
Optimised

Fortnightly Traffic and Ranking Report

Ongoing Link Building

Eight Social Media Posts per Month

Four Original Articles Every Month

Review Collection

Competitor Analysis

Keyword Research

20 Keywords Targeted

U

p To 15 Website Pages Fully 

Optimised

Weekly Traffic and Ranking Report

Ongoing Link Building

12 Social Media Posts per Month

Six Original Articles Every Month

Review Collection

Fully Bespoke
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Custom
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Keyword Research
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PACKAGES



GET IN TOUCH
email: enquiries@b2bsmarter.com

main: 03333 660077

website: www.b2bsmarter.com

PROCESS
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